
Economy

The per capita GDP I for china is $9800, and the overall GDP is $13.39 trillion. The real 

growth rate of the GDP is 7.7% and the unemployment rate is only 4.1%. All thighs this is a 

good present 6.1% of the population is under the povert line. The counter's spends $2292 

trillion ever year, and the raising revenue is $2118 trillion. The inflation rate for china is 

2.6%.

China
Communication
There a about 982.253 million cellular phones, and 285.115 
mainline user in 2011. Because of this China continues to 
develop its telecommunications infrastructure, so their 
cellular user increased rapidly every year. There is 389 
million internet users in 2009, but that number jumped in 
2012 to be 564 million people. All of china's broadcast/media 
is controlled by the government or the communist party. In 
other words in order for a show to appear or a commercial 
the Chinese government or communist party has to approve 
it so that it can go on the air.

The People
The largest ethnic group in China is the Han, they account for 92% of 
China's total population. There are there main religion in China, not one is 
the most popular, they are Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism. 
Confucianism have unknown Specific number, cause all student in China 
learning Confucianism at some point in their lives. Taoism also have 
unknown Specific number, is be distributed in every city of China. 
Buddhism makes up about 1.5% of Chinese people. The total population for 
China is 1.3 billion people. Is the most populous country in the world, 
followed by India with 1 billion.

Major Institutions of 

Government
All though china did not have 

their independence till  October 

1st 1949 (that when the People's 

Republic of China was established), 

notable earlier dates all the way 

back to 221 B.C. when they were 

unification under the Qin Dynasty, 

but on January 1st 1912 the Qing 

Dynasty was replaced by the 

Republic of China. This 

independence came at the end of 

major combat later called the 

Chinese Civil War, from this the 

Communist Party was able to take 

control of most of mainland China. 

Do to this big event the main 

institutions of government at the 

time became communist, with the 

help of the president orders to 

state council. Then the Chinese 

government was run by 

republicans, but now the Chinese 

government is Socialism.

Geography
China is about 9,706,961 sq. kilometers, and there is 500 
kilometers of coast line. Only 1.53% of the land is being used 
for agriculture, and 0.504% of the land is urban.

Beijing is the capital of China.
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